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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following adapters may suffer signal degradation
or data loss due to conversion?
A. USB to Ethernet
B. DVI to HDMI
C. DVI-D to VGA
D. HDMI to DisplayPort
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following cloud synchronization options would BEST
limit mobile data consumption while maintaining sufficient
up-to-date communications for a mobile device user?
A. Contacts via cellular and WiFiVideos via WiFi onlyPictures
via WiFi onlyEmail via cellular and WiFiCalendar via cellular
and WiFi
B. Contacts via cellular and WiFiVideo via WiFi onlyPictures
via cellular and WiFiEmail via cellular and WiFiCalendar via
WiFi only
C. Contacts via cellular and WiFiVideos via cellular and WiFi
Pictures via cellular and WiFiEmail via cellular and
WiFiCalendar via cellular and WiFi
D. Contacts via cellular and WiFiVideo via WiFi onlyPictures
via WiFi onlyEmail via WiFi onlyCalendar via cellular and WiFi
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. PHYP
B. QEMU
C. CAPI
D. OPAL
Answer: B
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